
Unit 5 
Phonics Blending Lines 

First Grade 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Name: 

Code to Decoding 
 

  ă – short vowel symbol 
 

bl  – circle blends 
 

ing  – box inflectional endings 
 

a _ e  – long vowel silent -e 
 

th – triangle vowel teams and digraphs 
 

knee – underline silent letter                          
combinations 

  

cat – sound dots for phonemes 
  



Phonics Blending Lines

1. art dark barn car hard yarn

2. harm sharp scarf part chart charge

3. had hard match march smart apart

4. child party coat fried hockey night

5. unbutton germ share buries chuckled blimp

A dog started to bark in the dark yard.

Can a shark live in a barn on a farm?

Clark will park his car in the backyard.
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Phonics Blending Lines

1. large farm barn sharp smart

2. marsh mark dark spark charge

3. man men foot feet sheep

4. child children tooth teeth mice

5. barnyard postcard bookmark charcoal

6. angel uncaring flies prewrite lukewarm

Mars is a planet far away.

Mark put large jars in his cart at the market.
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Phonics Blending Lines

1. her bird curl first worn dirt

2. word verb turn jerk nurse curve

3. bun burn clock clerk shirt skirt

4. large lucky flight better return surprise

5. pencil fairies revisit bridge dressed hadn't

The girls at work were thirsty.

A big bird lurks on top of the church.

Fern will hurry back to change her skirt.
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Phonics Blending Lines

1. surf her first work never

2. girl nurse verb herself turned

3. worker surfer teacher starter fighter

4. painter helper farmer renter player

5. sharp barge birdbath silly valley

6. buried shot price toothache untied

The bird is in a hurry to catch the worm.

Those workers never have to work on Thursday.
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Phonics Blending Lines

1. or for born more store short

2. torn torch roar worn form board

3. form farm tar tore pork park

4. verb third turn dark teacher artist

5. mood general married hatches spice

The boat's oar was lost in the storm.

Norm likes to play sports.

Can you eat corn with a fork?
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preoccupied



Phonics Blending Lines

1. storm born for more sore

2. porch north soar chores short

3. forty support snowstorm before

4. Mr. Mrs. St. Dr. Ave.

5. form firm board bird barn

6. return thirsty cherries face sent

Does a big cat roar or snore?

Mr. Thorn will report the game's score for us.
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Phonics Blending Lines

1. how down out found house bounce

2. crown frown wow south mouse count

3. shut shout pot pout find found

4. fork store girl burn part germs

5. berries cement chuckle revolve sledge think

How loud is the sound of the crowd?

Did the clown frown when he fell down?

Now we found a mouse in the house!
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Phonics Blending Lines

1. down out how found house

2. crown wow out frown sound

3. louder loudest rounder roundest

4. prouder proudest shorter shortest

5. playground doghouse power towel

6. salaries spoon mice unwrapped blurting

Just now the crowd got very loud.

We found our lost cow in the next town!
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Phonics Blending Lines

1. joy join oil boil point moist

2. joins joints joyful coin toy hoist

3. boil broil soil spoil oink ink

4. loud found store cow bird park

5. tries baked hoot couldn't unloading toothpicks

Roy found a coin in the soil.

The boy lost his voice from shouting.

That toy makes so much noise!
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Phonics Blending Lines

1. boils join point hoist moist joy

2. joints oil enjoys hoisted joyful soy

3. boy boil broil mouse moist most

4. apple candle table puzzle bundle

5. purple rattle title gentle sparkle

6. tried shade circle returnable clumps

Roy spoke in a loud voice.

That boy enjoys noisy toys.
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